NARALO
Elections...Elections...Elections
Nomination period opened for the 2016/2017
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NARALO
General Assembly proposed for ICANN 57

October 29 - Nov 4, 2016

We need volunteers to help with the coordination of this event

Add your name here

News from ISOC Puerto Rico: ISOC-PR participates occasionally in a radio show - "Dialogando de Ética con el Dr. Arrieta" - on a local radio station (Radio Isla). Recently, Professor Alfredo Calderón participated in the celebration of the 1st Anniversary of the show (April 7, 2016).
Eduardo Díaz, president of ISOC-PR and Alfredo have talked on diverse topics related with Internet Governance, Digital Divide, Ethics in Internet Ecosystem and promoting ICANN 57 in Puerto Rico.

Check: Video 1, Video 2, Video3

News from ISOC New York: New Yorkers interested in improving the effectiveness and livability of the city's neighborhoods gathered at the Neighborhood Preservation Center on March 22, 2016 to discuss the city's licensing program for neighborhood domain names: Astoria.nyc, Bensonhurst.nyc, Corona.nyc, Ditmars.nyc, Egbertville.nyc, Flatbush.nyc, GreenwichVillage.nyc, Harlem.nyc and 378 others.

Check: Web, Video

Glenn McKnight attended the IEEE SIGHT planning meeting in Newark, New Jersey with an international group of electronic engineers planning various humanitarian technologies projects around the world. He is involved with the Internet in the Backpack project with Satish Babu, a community Wi-Fi project for a First Nations community west of Calgary and a point to point pilot with University of the Philippines.

Check: Picture, Web

Please welcome our new NARALO ALs

Internet Society Washington DC
Upcoming Events

Canadian Internet Forum
June 1, 2016
Stay Tuned!

ICANN 56
June 27-30, 2016
Register here!

IGF USA
July 14, 2016
IGF-USA: http://www.igf-usa.org/
Did you know that there is a NARALO collaborative calendar where you can include all your events for others to see and follow? Email Glenn Mcknight your events and he will share it in the community calendar for you.

**Check the Calendar here**

Know someone who might enjoy this email? **Share it** with them.

Did someone share this email with you? **Sign up** to receive more of our emails.